MUGED Meeting Summary

New ED V Rep, Per Hagerman was presentation
Not present - ED III Reps Sophie Elfström and Kim Ahtola

1. Rep of 1st Year stated that some students have requested that he negotiates with Dept. of Histology to change the grading scheme from 2,3,4,5 to %.
   SOLUTION – all Reps agreed that it is far too late in the year to request such changes in the Rules & Regs of a subject and suggested to just mention this suggestion at the 2nd semester Didactic Meeting.

2. Informed all Reps present that as of winter 2011, Professors are no longer allowed to decide whether or not a student will have to repeat their subject in case of failing a different subject. From now on, this decision is made by the Dean during reviewing a student's request for repeating the year or for conditional admission to a year.
   Agreed that Reps should discuss & confirm this with their Tutors of Year.

3. Campus safety – no current issues. However, during the winter of 2010/2011 the streetlamps were not functioning on the S-curved road between DS4 and DS3

4. MUGED President Rahi and WRS Chairman Łukasiewicz agreed to write & co-sign the following letters on behalf of all ED and WL students:
   - request to extend MUG Library hours during exam sessions
   - request to extend & alternate Dean's Office hours [eg. on Monday open at 0800 and close early, while on Wednesday open late but close at 1700]
   - request to Dean & Vice-Deans that all grades should be posted on eDziekanat only [not on extranet, not on sheets of paper in hallways]

5. Requests to convert a 'pass' grade to a numerical grade – informed all Reps that Dean has approved such conversion upon student's request and all Depts are obligated to do it. However, it is unclear if there is a proper form given by Dean's Office together with the official exam card.
   SOLUTION – MUGED Officers will contact the Dean's Office and confirm if there is such a form, and if not request one to be prepared ASAP [so students have it available for the upcoming exam session]